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INTRODUCTION
Soft C*-algebras, first introduced by Blackadar [1], arise naturally from
well-known examples of classical C*-algebras. In particular let G be a
group given in terms of generators and relations by
G=(ui , i=1, ..., n | rj (u1 , ..., un)=1, j=1, ..., s) .
Then the ‘‘hard’’ group C*-algebra C*(G) is defined to be the universal
C*-algebra generated by n unitaries u1 , ..., un subject to the relations:
rj (u1 , ..., un)&1=0, j=1, ..., s. For 0=2, we define C=*(G), the =-soft
group C*-algebra associated to G, to be the universal C*-algebra gener-
ated by n unitaries u1 , ..., un subject to the relations: &rj (u1 , ..., un)&1&=,
j=1, ..., s. Note that C0*(G)$C*(G) and C2*(G)$C*(Fn).
As a first step in the study of C*-algebras associated to cocycles in the
soft setting, we will consider here the ‘‘parametrized’’ form C*=, 3 (G),
3=[\j]j=1, ..., s , \j # T, of soft group C*-algebra defined to be the univer-
sal C*-algebras generated by unitaries u1 , ..., un subject to the relations
&rj (u1 , ..., un)&\j&=, j=1, ..., s. (We will drop 3 when 3=[1]j=1, ..., s .)
Note that in general one needs to show the existence of a representation to
deduce the existence of C*=, 3 (G). In the cases we are considering such fact
is well known.
Perhaps the simplest example occurs when G is the finite abelian group
Zn , n # Z. In this case C*=, 3 (Zn) is homotopy equivalent to C*(Zn)
(Proposition 1.3). Soft 2-tori C=*(Z2) were later introduced in [7] by
R. Exel who showed that Kj (C=*(Z2)) is naturally isomorphic to Kj (C*(Z2)),
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j=0, 1. Elliott, Exel, and Loring [6] considered C=*(Z2) <_ Z2 (where _
denotes the flip automorphism), and determined its K-theory.
Soft non-commutative tori are generally very large algebras which are
quite difficult to understand. Softening only some of the relations defining
the original group C*-algebra give rise instead to some interesting and
easier to study ‘‘mixed’’ C*-algebras such as the following.
Definition. Let 3=[\i, j]0i< jn&1 , \i, j # T, be a character of
Zn 7 Zn, \j, i=\i, j if 0i< jn&1, \j, j=1 \j=0, ..., n&1. We define
H n=, 3 , 0=2, n # N, to be the universal C*-algebra generated by n
unitaries u0 , ..., un&1 satisfying the relations
uk uj=\k, jujuk , \0<k< jn&1;
&u0uk&\0, kuk u0&=, k{0.
To simplify the notation, we will write H n= instead than H
n
=, 3 when
3=[1].
General definitions and properties of soft mixed C*-algebras are given in
[9]. Note that by the universal property of universal C*-algebras, there is
a canonical homomorphism .n=, 3 : H
n
=, 3  H
n
0, 3 $A3 .
One of the main results of this paper is the following theorem
Theorem. Let 0<=<- 2. Then Kj (H n= )$Kj (C*(Zn)), j=0, 1, and the
isomorphism is induced by the canonical homomorphism .n= : H
n
=  H
n
0, 3 $
C*(Zn).
The notion of soft crossed product was first introduced in [6], where
C=*(Z2) <_ Z2 was characterized in terms of it. In this paper we will con-
sider other examples of soft crossed products and study some of their
properties. In particular we show the following (Theorem 4.3)
Theorem. Any parametrized soft crossed product by the identity,
A < =, 3id Z, of a countably generated and countably presented universal
C*-algebra A (say generated by the unitaries bj , j # F subject to the relations
rk(b1 , ..., bm , ...)=0, k # F$ ; F, F$/N) is isomorphic to a ‘‘hard ’’ crossed
product by Z.
More in detail the containts of this paper are as follows. In the first
section we consider soft C*-algebras associated to finite abelian groups
while in Section 2 we will review and generalize some of the results of [7].
In Section 3 we look at automorphisms of 2-dimensional soft C*-algebras
(in particular we study the flip and some other related automorphisms)
recalling and generalizing some results of [6, 3, 14]. In the last three
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sections we will consider some interesting classes of examples. The first
class is studied in Section 4, where we examine the cross products
C*(Fn) <=, 3id Z and determine their K-theory. In Section 5 we study the
C*-algebras H n=, 3 , which we show to be isomorphic when 3=[1], to
other very interesting C*-algebras, W n= , of ‘‘walks by short steps’’
Theorem. If 0<=<2, H n+1= is isomorphic to W
n
= =V
n
= <T1, ..., Tn Z
n where
Vn= is the universal C*-algebra generated by unitaries |K , K # Z
n, subject to
the relations &|K+ej&|K &=, \j=1, ..., n, \K # Z
n and Tj (|K)=|K+ej ,
j=1, ..., n. (Here ej denotes the jth element of the canonical base of Zn.)
Finally in Section 6 we give an interesting characterization of soft-
commutative tori. In the sequel, all the (universal and non) C*-algebras
are assumed to be unital, unless otherwise specified.
SECTION 1: SOFT C*-ALGEBRAS OF FINITE ABELIAN
GROUPS AND THEIR FREE PRODUCTS
It is well known that any finitely generated abelian group G is
isomorphic to a group of the form G(r, n1 , ..., ns),
G$G(r, n1 , ..., ns)=ZrZn1 Zn2  } } } Zns , r+1, n1 , ..., ns # N.
We will now consider C*-algebras of type C=*(G(0, n1 , ..., ns)), while
C*-algebras of type C=*(G(r, n1 , ..., ns)) with n1=..., ns=1 will be con-
sidered later (see Section 6).
The following general result will in particular allow us to give a different
characterization of C*=, 3 (Zn) in the final section. The first example of such
type of characterization appears in [4] for C=*(Z2).
Theorem 1.1. Let 0<=<2. Let G=(u1 , ..., un | rj (u1 , ..., un)=1,
j=1, ..., s) be a finitely generated and finitely presented group and
3=[\j]j=1, ..., s , \j # T. Then the parametrized C*-algebra C*=, 3 (G) is
isomorphic to C:*(:=2 arcsin(=2)), defined to be the universal C*-algebra
generated by unitaries a1 , ..., an and self-adjoint elements h1 , ..., hs subject to
the relations
\j rj (a1 , ..., an)=eihj and &hj &:, j=1, ..., s.
Proof. Recall that C*=, 3 (G) is generated by unitaries u1 , ..., un subject to
the relations &\j rj (u1 , ..., un)&1&=. In C:* we have &\j rj (a1 , ...,
an)&1&=&eihj&1&2 sin(&hj&2)2 sin(:2)==. Hence there exists a
(unique) homomorphism . : C*=, 3 (G)  C:* such that .(uj)=aj , j=1, ..., n.
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Moreover in C*=, 3 (G) we have &1  sp(\j rj (u1 , ..., un)), so that we can
define h=j =(1i) ln(\j rj (u1 , ..., un)), and have \j rj (u1 , ..., un)=e
ihj
=
with
=&\j rj (u1 , ..., un)&1&=&eihj
=
&1&=2 sin
&h=j &
2
,
which implies &h=j &2 arcsin(=2)=:. Hence there exists a (unique)
morphism  : C:*  C*=, 3 (G) such that (aj)=uj , j=1, ..., n, and
(hj)=h=j , j=1, ..., s. Clearly . and  are each other inverses. K
It is also clear that the above Theorem can be generalized to soft
C*-algebras of mixed type.
When G is defined by only one relation, the parameter \ can be easily
absorbed in one of the generating unitaries, and therefore in the remaining
of this section we will assume 3=[1].
Corollary 1.2. For 0<=<2, C=*(Zn) is isomorphic to the universal
C*-algebra 4(n, :)(:=2 arcsin(=2)) generated by a unitary a and a self-
adjoint element h subject to the relations
an=eih, &h&:.
Proposition 1.3. C=*(Zn) is homotopy equivalent to C*(Zn).
Proof. We will show that 4(n, :) is homotopy equivalent to C*(Zn),
the universal C*-algebra generated by a unitary ; such that ;n=1. First
notice that, since sp(h)=[&:, :], 4(n, :) is isomorphic to the amalgamated
product C(sp(a)) VP C([&:, :]), where P is generated by an or eih. Hence
the spectrum of an is the arc [&:, :]/T between e&i: and ei:. Now
observe that since an=eih, h=(1i) ln(an) and so a is sufficient to generate
4(n, :). Therefore 4(n, :)$C([&:, :]) } } } C([&:, :]) and hence
homotopy equivalent to Cn. K
Corollary 1.4. The K-theory of C=*(Zn) is given by
K0(C=*(Zn))$Zn, K1(C=*(Zn))=0.
To the more general abelian group G(0, n1 , ..., ns) we will associate the
soft C*-algebra C=*(Zn1) } } } C=*(Zns) (we will not soften the relations
for  ), which is then homotopy equivalent to C*(Zn1) } } } C*(Zns)
and its K-theory is given by
K0(C=*(Zn1) } } } C =*(Zns))$Z
n1+ } } } +ns ;
K1(C=*(Zn1) } } } C =*(Zns))=0.
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C*-algebras of type C=*(Zn1 V } } } V Zns) are defined to be the universal
C*-algebra generated by unitaries a1 , ..., as subject to the relations
&an11 &1&=, ..., &a
ns
s &1&=.
Proposition 1.5. C=*(Zn1 V } } } V Zns) is isomorphic to the universal
C*-algebra 4(n1 , :) V } } } V 4(ns , :) generated by unitaries a1 , ..., as and
self-adjoint elements h1 , ..., hs subject to the relations anjj =e
ihj, &hj&:, for
j=1, ..., s.
Proposition 1.6. C=*(Zn1 V } } } V Zns) is homotopy equivalent to
C*(Zn1 V } } } V Zns), that is the universal C*-algebra generated by unitaries
;j subject to the relations ;nj =1, j=1, ..., s.
Proof. C=*(Zn1 V } } } V Zns) is isomorphic to 4(n1 , :) V } } } V 4(ns , :)
and proceeding as in the proof of Proposition 1.3 on each factor, yields the
result. K
Corollary 1.7. The K-theory of C=*(Zn1 V } } } V Zns) is given by
K0(C=*(Zn1 V } } } V Zns))$Z
n1+ } } } +ns&s+1
K1(C=*(Zn1 V } } } V Zns))=0
Proof. Use Proposition 1.6, and note that the K-theory of C0*(Zn1 V
} } } V Zns) can be computed by using Natsume’s results (see e.g., [2]). K
SECTION 2: SOFT ROTATION ALGEBRAS
Definition 2.1. For 0=2 and  # [&?, ?), let B=,  be the universal
C*-algebra generated by unitaries un , n # Z, subject to the relations
&un+1&eiun&=. Define also the following automorphisms {k , :k , k # Z,
of B=,  :
{k1(un)={k(un)=un+k , :k(un)=u*k&n , k # Z.
Note that B0, =C(S 1) (and also B=, 0=B= of [7]) since un+1=eiun
\n # Z. Note that B=,  $B=, & via un  u&n . {k is of infinite order while :k
has order two. Define also Ar=,  to be the crossed product B=,  <{r Z.
The proofs of the following two results are very similar to the ones given
in [7] for the case =0 and are therefore omitted.
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Proposition 2.2. For 0<=<2, B=,  <{1 Z is isomorphic to C*=, (Z
2), the
universal C*-algebra generated by two unitaries u= , v= subject to the relation
&v=u=&eiu=v=&=. Note that C*0, (Z2)=A , the rotation algebra of angle .
Theorem 2.3. If 0<=<2, B=,  is homotopy equivalent to C(S1) and
Kj (Ar=, )$Z
2, j=0, 1. Moreover Kj (C*=, (Z2))$Kj (A), j=0, 1, is induced
by the homomorphism .= : C*=, (Z2)  C*0, (Z2)=A , .=(u=)=u0 , .=(v=)=v0 .
We will now give an abstract characterization of Ar=,  , which generalizes
the one given in [7].
Proposition 2.4. Ar=, =B=,  <{r Z is isomorphic to the universal
C*-algebra Dr=,  generated by r+1 unitaries u
=
0 , ..., u
=
r subject to the relations
&u=i+1&e
iu=i &=, i=0, 1, ..., r&2, and &u
=
ru
=
0&e
iu=r&1u
=
r&=.
Proof. If we denote by y the unitary implementing the automorphism
{r of B=,  , we have that in Ar=,  the following inequalities are satisfied
&un+1&eiun&= \n # Z, and &yu0&eiur&1 y&=. Therefore, by the uni-
versal property of universal C*-algebras, there exists a (unique) homomor-
phism . : Dr=,   A
r
=,  such that .(u
=
i )=ui , i=0, ..., r&1, and .(u
=
r)= y.
Conversely, since the elements u$n , n # Z, of Dr=, 
u$rk+s=(u=r)
k u=s(u
=
r)
&k s=0, ..., r&1, k # Z
satisfy &u$n+1&eiu$n&= \n # Z (in fact &(u=r)
k u=s+1(u
=
r)
&k&ei(u=r)
k
u=s(u
=
r)
&k&&u=s+1&e
iu=s&=, and also &(u
=
r)
k+1 u=0(u
=
r)
&(k+1)&ei(u=r)
k
u=r&1(u
=
r)
&k& = &(u=r)
k [u=ru
=
0&e
iu=r&1u
=
r](u
=
r)
&(k+1)&  &u=r u
=
0&e
iu=r&1u
=
r &
=), there exists a (unique) homomorphism  : B=,   Dr=,  with (un)=
u$n , n # Z. Since u=r(un)(u
=
r)
&1=(un+r)=({r(un)), we can extend  to a
homomorphism from Ar=,  to D
r
=,  . Clearly .=id and .=id. K
SECTION 3: THE ALGEBRA AR=,  AND ITS AUTOMORPHISMS
Definition 3.1. Define the following automorphism _r (‘‘the flip’’) of
order two on Ar=,  $B=,  <{r Z by _r(un)=u*r&n , _r( y)= y*, where y is the
unitary implementing {r . _r is well defined since B=,  $B=, & via un [ u&n .
This corresponds to the automorphism, which we still call _r , of Dr=, 
_r(u=s)=u
=*r&s, s=1, ..., r&1, _r(u
=
r)=u
=
r*
_r(u=0)=u
=
r u
=
0*u
=
r*.
(Note that Dr=,  $D
r
=, & .) We have the following
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Proposition 3.2. Ar=,  <_r =2 is isomorphic to B=,  <:0 V :r Z2 V Z2 . For
r=1 we obtain C*=, (Z2) <_ Z2 $B=,  <:0 V :1 Z2 V Z2 , where _(u=)=u=*,
_(v=)=v=*.
Proof. (Cf. [6] for =0) The first statement follows from the well
known fact Z < Z2 $Z2 V Z2 (_r restricted to B=,  is :r). When r=1 denote
by y0 and y1 the unitaries implementing :0 and :1 respectively, so that the
C*-algebra B=,  <:0 V :1 Z2 V Z2 is the universal C*-algebra generated by
unitaries un , y0 , y1 , subject to the relations
&un+1&eiun &=, y0uny0=u*&n ,
y1un y1=u*1&n , y20= y
2
1=1.
On the other hand C*=, (Z2) <_ Z2 is the universal C*-algebra generated by
unitaries u= , v= , and y satisfying
&v=u=&eiu=v=&= y2=1,
yu=y=u=*, yv=y=v=*.
Define the following homomorphisms
. : B=,  <:0 V :1 Z2 V Z2  C*=, (Z
2) <_ Z2 ,
 : C*=, (Z2) <_ Z2  B=,  <:0 V :1 Z2 V Z2
by
.(u=)=u0 .(v=)= y0y1 .( y)= y0 ,
(un)=v&n= u=v
n
= ( y1)= yv= ( y0)= y.
An easy computation shows that . and  are well defined since the
image elements satisfy the required relations. It is also clear that . and 
are each other inverses. K
The K-theory of the above crossed product can be computed by using
Natsume’s exact sequence [10] and the proposition below.
Proposition 3.4. If 0<=<2, B=,  <:k Z2 , k # Z, is isomorphic to
B=,  <:0 Z2 if k is even, and to B=,  <:1 Z2 if k is odd.
Proof. This proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.6 in [6]. We
distinguish two cases, k even and k odd. If k=2s, s # Z, consider the
automorphisms {&s and {s of B=,  . It is a straightforward computation to
check that {&s and {s are equivalent with respect to :k and :0 , and :0 and
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:k respectively, so that they induce homomorphisms between the associated
dynamical systems
{&s : (B=,  , :k , Z2)  (B=,  , :0 , Z2)
{s : (B=,  , :0 , Z2)  (B=,  , :k , Z2).
Moreover {&s {s={s {&s=idB=,  , which shows that B=,  <:k Z2 and
B=,  <:0 Z2 are isomorphic. If k=2s+1, s # Z, we can still use {&s and {s to
get isomorphisms between B=,  <:k Z2 and B=,  <:1 Z2 . K
Proposition 3.5. If 0<=<2, then B=,  <:k Z2 , k=0, 1, is homotopy
equivalent to C(S1) <: Z2 , with :(z)=z*. (The homotopy equivalence is
induced by the natural map B=,   C(S1).)
Proof. It follows from Proposition 3.4 and [6]. K
Theorem 3.6. If 0<=<2, then the natural isomorphism ’ : B=,  <:0 V :r
(Z2 V Z2)  C(S1) <: V : (Z2 V Z2) induces a K-theory isomorphism and
therefore
K0(B=,  <:0 V :r (Z2 V Z2))$Z
6, K1(B=,  <:0 V :r (Z2 V Z2))=0.
Proof. (cf. [6], proof of Theorem 2.5) Write down Natsume’s cyclic
exact sequence [10] for the given C*-algebra
K0(B=, ) K0(B=,  <:0 Z2)K0(B=,  <:r Z2) w K0(B=,  <:0 V :r (Z2 V Z2))
K1(B=,  <:0 V :r (Z2 V Z2)) w K1(B=,  <:0 Z2)K1(B=,  <:r Z2) K1(B=, )
If we also write down the corresponding sequence for ==0 and the natural
maps between the two sequences, we see that the result follows from
Proposition 3.5 and the 5-lemma. K
We can generalize the above results to the case of more general
automorphisms of B=,  .
Theorem 3.7. For 0<=<2 the natural homomorphism ’ : B=,  <:k V :l
(Z2 V Z2)  C*(Z) <: V : (Z2 V Z2) induces K-theory isomorphisms. Hence
K0(B=,  <:k V :l (Z2 V Z2))$Z
6, K1(B=,  <:k V :l (Z2 V Z2))=0.
We now define some automorphisms of C*=, (Z2)$A1=,  analogous to the
automorphisms induced by SL(2, Z) on the rotation algebra.
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Definition 3.8. The following are automorphisms of C*=, (Z2), where
+1 , +2 # T.
v _+1 , +2=\&10
0
&1++1 , +2 ‘‘the flip’’
_+1 , +2(u=)=+1u=*
_+1 +2(v=)=+2 v=*
v \ 0&1
1
0++1 , +2 given by \
0
&1
1
0++1+2 \
u=
v= +=\
+1v=
+2u=*+
v \ 1&1
1
0++1 +2 given by \
1
&1
1
0++1 +2 \
u=
v= +=\
+1u= v=
+2u=* +
v \ 0&1
1
&1++1 +2 given by \
0
&1
1
&1++1 +2 \
u=
v= +=\
+1v=
+2u=*v=* + and
\01
&1
1 ++1 +2 \
u=
v=+=\
+1v=*
+2u=v=+
v \10
k
1++1 +2 \
u=
v=+=\
+1u= vk=
+2v= + and \
1
k
0
1+\
u=
v= +=\
+1u=
+2uk= v=+ .
(Further automorphisms can be generated by switching the order of the
products in the right hand sides andor taking adjoints.)
Proposition 3.9. If : is one of the above automorphisms of C*=, (Z2),
the K-theory of the corresponding crossed product is as follows:
K0(C*=, (Z2) <: Z)$Z2ker (1&: V 1) and K1(C*=, (Z
2) <: Z)$Z2Coker
(1&: V 1). Moreover Kj (C*=, (Z
2) <: Z)$Kj (A <: Z), j=0, 1, is induced by
the natural map C*=, (Z2) <: Z to A <: Z.
Proof. By Theorem 2.3 .= : C*=, (Z2)  A , .=(u=)=u, .=(v=)=v induces
a K-theory isomorphism and hence the K-theory, easily computed by using
the PimsnerVoiculescu exact sequence is the same as the one for ==0. K
SECTION 4: ALGEBRAS OF FREE GROUPS
First we will give the definition of soft crossed products and then prove
a general result. We will also look in detail at soft crossed products of free
groups by the identity.
Definition 4.1. [6]. Let A be a unital C*-algebra generated by a set
[ai]i # I , and 1 be a discrete group generated by a set [gj]j # J , acting
on A via :. For any =0 the =-soft crossed product C*-algebra
A <=: 1 associated to the C*-dynamical system (A, :, 1 ) is the universal
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C*-algebra generated by a copy of A and a unitary element ug for each g
in 1 subject to the relations:
(i) &ugj aiu*gj&:gj (ai)&= \i # I, j # J,
(ii) uguh=ugh \g, h # 1.
For ==0 we recover the usual full crossed product algebra A <: 1. It is
also clear that, in analogy with non-commutative tori, we can also define
parametrized and mixed soft crossed products by Z (and by more general
groups).
Definition 4.2. Let A be a unital C*-algebra generated by a set
[ai]i # I and 1 a discrete group generated by a set [gj]j # J , acting on A
via :. For any =0 and 3=[\j]j # J , \j # T, the parametrized soft crossed
product C*-algebra A <=, 3: 1 associated to the C*-dynamical system
(A, :, 1 ) is the universal C*-algebra generated by a copy of A and a
unitary element ug for each g in 1 subject to the relations:
(i) &ugj aiu*gj&\j :gj (ai)&= \i # I, j # J,
(ii) uguh=ugh \g, h # 1.
If 3=[1], we will write A <=: 1 in place of A <
=, 3
: 1.
Now we will prove the following general result.
Theorem 4.3. Any parametrized soft crossed product by the identity,
A <=, 3id Z, of a countably generated and countably presented universal
C*-algebra A (say generated by the unitaries bj , j # F, subject to the
monomial relations rk(b1 , ..., bm , ...)=0, k # F$ ; F, F$N) is isomorphic to a
‘‘hard ’’ crossed product by Z.
Proof. To simplify the notation we will do the proof for 3=[1]. The
general case follows similarly with only minor modifications. Now the soft
crossed product A <=id Z is the universal C*-algebra generated by unitaries
bj , j # F, and | subject to the relations rk(b1 , ..., bm , ...)=0, k # F$ and
&|bj |*&bj&=, j # F. Define B to be the universal C*-algebra generated
by unitaries yj, l , j # F, l # Z, subject to the relations &yj, l+1& yj, l&=,
rk( y1, l , ..., ym, l , ...)=0 \l, and also the following automorphism T : B  B,
T( yj, l)=uj, l+1 . We claim that A <=id Z$B <T Z. First notice that the
elements yj, 0 and the unitary w implementing T satisfy the relations
satisfied by the bj and |, hence there exists a (unique) homomorphism
. : A <=id Z  B <T Z such that .(bj)= yj, 0 \j # F, and .(|)=w. Moreover,
since the elements zj, l=|lbj|&l and | of A <=id Z satisfy the relations
among the generators of B <T Z, there exists a (unique) a morphism
 : B <T Z  A < =id Z such that ( yj, l)=zj, l and (w)=|. Clearly . and 
are each other inverses. K
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Now we will specialize to the case where A=C*(Fn).
Theorem 4.4. The K-theory of the soft parametrized crossed product
C*(Fn) <=, 3id Z is given by
K0(C*(Fn) <=, 3id Z)$Z
n+1, K1(C*(Fn) <=, 3id Z)$Z
n+1.
Proof. We will do the case 3=[1]. The general case follows in an
analogous manner. By Theorem 4.3 C*(Fn) < =id Z is isomorphic to B <T Z,
where B is the universal C*-algebra generated by unitaries yj, l , j=1, ..., n,
l # Z, such that &yj, l+1& yj, l&= and T( yj, l)= yj, l+1. By using arguments
similar to the ones in [7], B can be shown to be homotopy equivalent to
C*(Fn), with the homorphism . : B  C*(Fn)=C*(uj), .( yj, l)=uj inducing
the identity on K-theory. Hence by applying the PimsnerVoiculescu exact
sequence we get the result. K
SECTION 5: HIGHER-DIMENSIONAL ALGEBRAS
Our second class of examples is H n=, 3 . We will first give an interesting
characterization of these algebras in terms of walks by short steps.
Definition 5.1. Define Bn=, 3 to be the universal C*-algebra generated
by unitaries uk, j , k=1, ..., n, j # Z, such that &uk, j+1&\0, kuk, j&= \k, j,
and uk, luj, l=\k, j uj, l uk, l \0<k< jn, \l.
Theorem 5.2. H n+1=, 3 is isomorphic to B
n
=, 3 <T Z, where T(uk, j)=uk, j+1 ,
k=1, ..., n, j # Z.
Proof. Let y be the canonical unitary implementing T. Then yuk, jy*=
uk, j+1. Hence &yuk, j&\0, kuk, jy&=. Therefore there exists a (unique)
homomorphism . : H n+1=, 3  B
n
=, 3 such that .(uj)=uj, 0 , j=1, ..., n,
.(u0)= y. But in H n+1=, 3
&u j+10 uku&( j+1)0 &\0, k u j0uk u& j0 &&u0uk u0*&\0, kuk&=,
\k=1, ..., n, and ukuj=\k, jujuk, \j, k{0, k< j, which implies ut0 uku
&t
0
ut0 uju
&t
0 =\k, ju
t
0uju
&t
0 u
t
0uk u
&t
0 , \t # Z, and therefore there exists a
homomorphism  : Bn=, 3  H
n+1
=, 3 with (uk, j)=u
j
0uku
& j
0 , k=0, ..., n&1,
j # Z. Since u0(uk, j)u0*=( yuk, j y*),  can be extended to Bn=, 3 <T Z by
putting ( y)=u0 . Clearly . and  are each other’s inverses. K
Theorem 5.3. If 0<=<2, H n+1= is isomorphic to W
n
= =V
n
= <T1, ..., Tn Z
n
where V n= is the universal C*-algebra generated by unitaries |K , K # Z
n
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such that &|K+ej&|K&=, \j=1, ..., n, \K # Z
n, and Tj (|K)=|K+ej ,
j=1, ..., n. (Here ej denotes the jth element of the canonical base of Zn.)
Proof. Let y1 , ..., yn be the canonical unitaries in W n= implementing
T1 , ..., Tn respectively. Then &yj|K&|K yj&=, \j=1, ..., n, and also
yk yl= ylyk \0<k<ln. Hence there is a (unique) homomorphism
. : H n+1=  W
n
= such that .(uk)= yk , k=1, ..., n, and .(u0)=|0 . Conver-
sely in H n+1= define
wK=uinn ...u
i1
1 u0u
&i1
1 ...u
&in
n , K=(i1 , ..., in) # Z
n
and notice that
&wK+ej&wK&&uju0&u0uj&=, j=1, ..., n.
Hence there exists a (unique) homomorphism  : V n=  H
n+1
= such that
(|K)=wK \K # Zn. Since uj (|K) u&1j =(|K+ej), j=1, ..., n we can
extend  to a morphism W n=  H
n+1
= by setting ( yj)=uj , j=1, ..., n.
Clearly . and  are each other inverses. K
Theorem 5.4. If 0<=<- 2, V n= is homotopy equivalent to C(S 1).
Proof. By Theorem 1.1 V n= is isomorphic to the universal C*-algebra
generated by unitaries |K , K # Zn, and self-adjoint elements hK, j, j=1, ..., n,
subject to the relations |K+ej |*K=e
ihK, j, &hK, j&:.
We now claim that V n= is also isomorphic to the universal C*-algebra Z
n
:
generated by a single unitary | and self-adjoint elements LK, j with
&LK, j&: subject to the relations below, which describe respectively the
patterns (&1, &1), (1, 1), (&1, 1), and (1, &1).
LK&ek&ej , j+LK&ek , k=LK&ek&ej , k+LK&ej , j,
LK, k+LK+ek , j=LK+ej , k+LK, j,
LK&ek , k+Lk, j=LK&ek+ej , k+LK&ek , j,
LK&ej , j+LK, k=LK&ej+ek , j+LK&ej , k, \j, k # [1, ..., n].
To prove the claim we first use induction on the weight |K|=|i1 |+ } } } +
|in | of K=i1e1+ } } } +in en , ij # Z, j=1, ..., n, to define elements 0K , K # Zn
in Zn: by the formulas below. To begin we define 0K with |K|=0 or 1.
00=|, 0ej=e
iL0, j00 , 0&ej=e
&iL&ej , j00 .
Now suppose that we have defined 0K for all K of weights k. If K$ has
weight k+1 then K$=K\ej for some j # [1, ..., n]. Hence define (for all
such choices of K):
0K$=eiL
K, j0K if K$=K+ej
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or
0K$=e&iL
K$, j0K if K$=K&ej .
The relations in Zn: insure that the above elements are well defined since
they reduce equalities of elements to equalities of elements of lower weight;
in some cases we need to use the relations twice to obtain such reduction
in weight. Note also that the elements above satisfy
0K+ej 0*K=e
iLK, j \K # Zn, j=1, ..., n.
Therefore there exist a morphism . : V n=  Z
n
: such that .(|K)=0K and
.(hK, j)=LK, j \K # Zn and \j=1, ..., n. Moreover there exists a morphism
 : Zn:  V
n
= such that (0K)=|K and (L
K, j)=hK, j \K # Zn, and
\j=1, ..., n, since the relations among the generators 0K and LK, j of Zn: are
satisfied by |K and hK, j in V n= (due to the fact that in our hypothesis we
can take logarithms). This implies V n= $Z
n
: and proves the claim.
Finally, to show that Zn: is homotopy equivalent to C(S
1) we define the
following two homomorphisms. Let . : Zn:  C(S
1)=C*(z) be given by
.(0K)=z, .(LK, j)=0 and  : C(S1)  Zn: be given by (z)=|. Clearly
. b =id, hence we only need to show that  b . is homotopic to the iden-
tity in Zn: . To do so define endomorphisms ‘t : Z
n
:  Z
n
: , t # [0, 1] by
‘t(|)=| and ‘t(LK, j)=tLK, j (tLK, j is self-adjoint and &tLK, j&
&LK, j&:). Clearly ‘0= b . and ‘1=id. K
Corollary 5.5. If 0<=<- 2 then .n+1= : H n+1=  C*(Zn+1) induces a
K-theory isomorphism.
Proof. Use Theorem 5.3 together with Theorem 5.4. Hence compute the
K-theory of both algebras by repeatedly using the PimsnerVoiculescu
exact sequence and its functoriality. K
Remark 5.6. We have not been able to show that for =- 2,
.n+1= : H
n+1
=  C*(Z
n+1) induces a K-theory isomorphism, although it
seems natural to conjecture that this is indeed the case.
SECTION 6: NON-COMMUTATIVE HIGHER-DIMENSIONAL TORI
In this section we will characterize C*=, 3 (Zn) by explicitly working out
the isomorphism given in Theorem 4.3. We will start with the case
n=3, 3=[1].
Proposition 6.1. C=*(Z3) is isomorphic to D= <T2 Z, where D= is the
universal C*-algebra generated by unitaries uj , j # Z subject to the relations
&uj+2&uj&=, &u2j+1u2j&u2ju2j+1&= and T2(un)=un+2.
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Proof. Let y be the canonical unitary in D= <T2 Z implementing T2 .
Then &yu0&u0y&=, &yu1&u1 y&= and &u1u0&u0u1&=. Hence there
exists a (unique) homomorphism . : C=*(Z3)  D= <T2 Z such that
.(|0)=u0 , .(|1)=u1 , .(|2)= y.
On the other hand in C=*(Z3) we have:
&| j+12 |i|&( j+1)2 &| j2|i |& j2 &&|2|i&|i|2&=, i=0, 1, j # Z.
Therefore, it we put :2j=| j2|0|
& j
2 and :2j+1=|
j
2|1|
& j
2 , \j # Z, the above
inequality becomes
&:2j+2&:2j&=, and &:2j+3&:2j+1&=, \j # Z.
Moreover
&:2j+1:2j&:2j:2j+1&
=&| j2|1 |
& j
2 |
j
2|0|
& j
2 &|
j
2|0|
& j
2 |
j
2|1|
& j
2 &
&|1|0&|0 |1 &= \j # Z.
Hence there exists a (unique) homomorphism  : D=  C=*(Z3) such that
(uj)=:j , \j # Z. Since |2(un) |2*=( yuny&1),  can be extended to
D= <T2 Z. Clearly . and  are each other’s inverses. K
Now we will consider the general case of the above construction.
Theorem 6.2. The C*-algebra C*=, 3 (Zn+1) is isomorphic to the
C*-algebra Dn=, 3 <Tn Z where D
n
=, 3 , is defined to be the universal C*-algebra
generated by unitaries uj , j # Z subject to the relations &uj+n&\n, r uj&=,
\j#r(mod n) # Z, and &unt+r unt+r$&\r, r$ unt+r$unt+r&= for t # Z, \0
r<r$n&1, with Tn(uj)=uj+n .
Proof. Let y be the canonical unitary in Dn=, 3 <Tn Z implementing Tn .
Then yuj y*=uj+n \j # Z. Now define the following elements :j , j # Z of
C*=, 3 (Zn+1) : :j=|t|r|&t (we put |=|n to simplify the notation) if
j=tn+r, 0rn&1, t # Z. We have (\j=tn+r as above)
&:j+n&\n, r:j &=&|t+1|r|&(t+1)&\n, r|t|r|&t&&||r&\n, r|r|&=
by hypothesis. Moreover, if 0r<r$n&1, then
&:nt+r:nt+r$&\r, r$ :nt+r$:nt+r&
=&|t|r |&t|t|r$|&t&\r, r$|t|r$|&t|t|r|&t&
&|r|r$&\r, r$|r$|r&=.
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Hence we can define a (unique) homomorphism  : Dn=, 3 <Tn Z 
C*=, 3 (Zn+1) such that (uj)=:j , \j # Z, and ( y)=|. Moreover, if we
consider the elements u0 , ..., un&1 , y of Dn=, 3 <Tn Z, they satisfy the relations
for the generators of C*=, 3 (Zn+1) and hence there exists . : C*=, 3 (Zn+1) 
Dn=, 3 <Tn Z that inverts .
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